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Vertrad
ProTek   and  GraphTek

Graphene Microfiber Technology

Have you ever seen bullets literally bounce off a bulletproof vest?

ProTek™ and GraphTek™ provide unparalleled ballistic protection , far surpassing anything that is
possible with standard armor materials.

Use ProTek™ and GraphTek™ to make armor that provides unparalleled ballistic
protection:

TMTM

Infused with Graphene Microfibers
Can Stop Over 100 Rounds
Stab Resistant up to 34 Joules
Completely Waterproof 
Impervious to Ultraviolet Light
Significantly Reduced Back Face Deformation
No Expiration

Armor made from layering sheets of ProTek™ and GraphTek™ possess attributes that are impossible to
achieve using any other armor materials. ProTek™ and GraphTek™ are the result of infusing traditional
ballistic materials with graphene microfibers – high-strength carbon molecules. The addition of graphene
microfibers enables armor to be lighter, stronger, and last far longer than armor made from any other
material.



Most soft body armor is made from aramid fibers which have many limitations. Light can
degrade the fibers, just a few shots turn them into a tangled mess, they are not stab proof, water
makes the armor completely useless, and the National Institute of Justice in the USA will only
approve armor with aramid fibers for 3-5 years because they start breaking down as soon as
they are made.

Stronger
Thinner
Lighter
Impervious to Moisture and Light
Stab Resistant
Long Lasting

Now your company can use ProTek™ and GraphTek™ with graphene microfiber technology to
provide ballistic solutions that are 

These exclusive and proprietary solutions are available for licensing, OEM manufacturing, and
partnerships.
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The Competition

Provide unparalleled ballistic protection with ProTek and GraphTek.

ProTek™ and GraphTek™ are created using graphene
microfibers. Graphene is one of the strongest known
materials on earth. This breakthrough technology is 50,000x
smaller than a human hair, 30x stronger than Kevlar,
100x stronger than steel yet 1/6th the weight. By
harnessing the strength of aramid fibers, graphene
microfibers and other high-strength micro materials, our
products are truly evolutionary in advanced armoring
solutions. 

Unparalleled Ballistic Technology

Graphene Microfibers
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Most bulletproof vests offer little or no protection against penetration from piercing weapons like
knives, etc. An average bulletproof vest will only stop between 5-10 joules of force, which
means that a single attack from a knife will likely penetrate the vest and do lethal damage.

Stab Resistant

A Stab resistant vest is designed to protect the wearer
from the threat of spikes and blades. 
The effectiveness is measured by the force of the
impact (measured in joules) stopped. The NIJ
categorizes armor addressing these impact forces by
protection levels. Level 1 at 24 joules and level 2 at 33
Joules. 
Graphene microfibers infused into the polyethylene
and aramid fibers greatly increase the armor’s ability
to stop blades and spikes. We have tested various
combinations of ProTek™ and GraphTek™ to create
stab resistant vests protecting the wearer from over 34
joules of force, exceeding the NIJ level 2. Additional
layers will create even more protection

Can Stop Over 100 Rounds

Typical body armor is only tested for 5 rounds before failure. Kevlar fibers pull in all directions with each
bullet and subsequent rounds fly through with nothing to stop them.

The incredible stopping power of our materials is
unmatched. We have performed tests from Miami to
New York and Los Angeles to Bangkok. Each panel
of our NIJ IIIA armor is capable of stopping over
100 rounds from 9mm, .45 and .40 caliber
handguns. Our Protek™ body armor has even
stopped armor piercing rounds (like the FN57 and
the Liberty 9mm).
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UV rays can cause significant damage to bulletproof armor that uses aramid fibers. A fabric’s
ability to resist this damage is an especially important factor to consider when selecting
materials to create body armor. Using our revolutionary materials will make your body armor
impervious to UV light and the environment. Our graphene infused microfibers provide
resistance to ultraviolet rays, including those from the sun.

Impervious to Ultraviolet Light

Reduced Back Face Deformation (BFD)

The NIJ’s strict guidelines for law enforcement and
security body armor allows for 44mm (or about 1.75
inches) of BFD to pass standards. Our armor solutions
have tested a Back Face Deformation (BFD) score of 14-
19mm with the comparable industry average being up to
44mm.

Typical aramid fibers are especially vulnerable to moisture and water. A user must be extremely
cautious not to allow sweat or moisture to enter the soft armor because the fibers absorb
moisture and begin to degrade immediately.

Waterproof

Our evolutionary armor is impermeable to water. Unlike
traditional aramid fibers, ProTek™ has been proven to function
even after complete submersion; this is a tremendous
advantage over Kevlar and other soft body armor which breaks
down when exposed to sweat, humidity and/or water. It will not
degrade with moisture or time and will outlast and outperform
anything on the market.
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By using our tested combinations of ProTek™ and GraphTek™ to create your body armor, you
will be able to offer a warranty unlike any in the industry. Most soft armor containing Kevlar is
only guaranteed for up to 3 to 5 years. Bulletproof armor using our products has surpassed the
highest testing standards by the NIJ (National Institute of Justice).

Our materials have passed the 5-year and 7-year conditioning tests at 100%. The degradation
commonly seen with aramid fibers is nonexistent and we believe vests using our materials will
maintain ballistic integrity indefinitely. Our material has the distinguished recognition of being the
first and only material to pass the NIJ 7-year test. Your new armor will outlast and outperform
anything on the market.

No Expiration

Provide Unparalleled Ballistic Protection with ProTek and GraphTek

With the unsurpassed advantages offered by the use of ProTek™ and GraphTek™, you can
produce armor that is unrivaled by anything else on the market.

Contact us today for a quote on ProTek™ and GraphTek™ and to discuss
how to best utilize this incredible new material in your industry. 


